Serum albumin-adjusted glycated albumin reflects glycemic excursion in diabetic patients with severe chronic kidney disease not treated with dialysis.
Diabetic patients with severe chronic kidney disease (CKD) not treated with dialysis falsely show low levels of HbA1c and GA due to renal anemia and proteinuria, respectively. Recently, we reported that serum albumin-adjusted GA (adjGA) accurately reflects mean plasma glucose (PG) in these patients. It is considered that GA reflects not only mean PG but also glycemic excursion; therefore, in the present study we investigated whether adjGA reflects glycemic excursion in these patients. Thirty type 2 diabetic patients with severe CKD not treated with dialysis were enrolled in the present study. PG was monitored by seven times a day, and indicators of glycemic excursion [SD, max PG, ΔPG, M value, J index, and mean amplitude of glucose excursion (MAGE)] were calculated. The correlations between HbA1c, GA or adjGA and indicators of glycemic excursion were investigated. HbA1c showed no significant correlation with indicators of glycemic excursion. GA was significantly correlated with them except for ΔPG. adjGA was significantly and strongly associated with them except for MAGE. GA, but not adjGA, showed a significant positive correlation with serum albumin. adjGA was not influenced by serum albumin and showed a significant correlation with indicators of glycemic excursion in diabetic patients with severe CKD not treated with dialysis. These results suggest that adjGA could be useful for indicating glycemic control in diabetic patients with severe CKD not treated with dialysis.